ID BRANDS BOOK
Take a sneak peak of the list with the brands that we
represent, and dive into the French savoir-faire in art,
crafts and decoration.

international-development.fr

id.andreani@international-development.fr
+33 (0) 6 12 35 21 17

Dominique Andreani
Your specialist partner in the luxurious
French craftsmanship.
Head of the Cabinet International Development.
CEO of So Chic So Design, pre-loved furniture and
design objects marketplace.
Foreign Trade Advisor for France, President of
Languedoc Roussillon section.
OSCI Member.
Well-known specialist in the supporting of French art
craftsmen internationally in Gulf countries and in
Europe for 20 years.
"My passion for French crafts, decoration and luxury
led me to the creation of the Cabinet International
Development."

Discover an exclusive selection of creations!
sochic-sodesign.fr
@sochic_sodesign
@id.andreani

steavenrichard.fr
@ateliersteavenrichard

Steaven
Richard
Artistic metalworking
Specialized in artistic metalworks, the
atelier continues an aesthetic tradition
and know-how that has created the
worldwide reputation of French style.
Materials such as bronze, steel, nickel and
even titanium are treated with mastery in
the creations for interior design.
Among his references are big names of
architecture located in the heart of Paris
and abroad.
Innovation: he recently developed a-—
new process following a client’s request:
metal
flooring & patinas, textures.

claire-frechet.com
@clairefrechet

Claire Frechet
Ceramic Creations
Creating ceramics is, for Claire Fréchet, a
way of life rather than, simply, a
technique. Her searching soul, a certain
rigor and her joyful complicity with the
elements paved her way to a singular
artistic path.
Claire Fréchet also proposes made-tomeasure creations within the scope of her
collections such as Spaceberry, Aurora
Mineralis, Meteors and Albanegra.

Fabienne Fabre
Unique Wall Creation
Company created by art designer Fabienne Fabre who
shares with you her taste for unique atmospheres,
developed around the natural beauty of materials.
A decoration made in France, elegant, refined with
luxurious and sophisticated creations, worked in
transparency of colors and variations of light.
Lime, concrete, natural and metallic pigments intrude
with force or softness into its universes.
Unique Wall Creation, with its unique process, creates
monumental canvases in one piece or wallpapers. The
works are light and flexible, they can marry curved
walls, wavy, even with a depth and sometimes very
thick texture combination.
These canvases are fixed to the walls like a mounted
wallpaper. Fabienne Fabre collaborates, for example
with prestigious houses as Louis Vuitton, Berluti, Rolls
Royce, around the world.
We we can work on 2 wides of wallpaper:- Option 1: 1m
W x 8,85 m L - Option 2: 2.38m W x 8,85 m L Or on
support of Canvas max. 3,4 m x 8,85 m as standard
dimensions

fabiennefabre.com
@uniquewall_creation

vitrail-ateliersaintdidier.com
@ateliersaintdidier

Atelier Saint
Didier
Stained glass
The Artist has a unique skill, being recognized as
Meilleur Ouvrier de France. The Atelier has worked
in traditional and modern projects worldwide since
1984, producing stained glass and glass painting for
interior design and decoration.
With the use of antique glass almost exclusively and
traditional painting techniques, such as grisaille and
enamels, they produce all sorts of figurines or
ornamental designs. In addition, the artist is able to
do the copy of antique pieces and their restoration.

arthurdupuy.com
@arthur.dupuy

Arthur Dupuy
Olfactory branding
Expert and focusing on the marketing of scents, we design and create unique and
dedicated fragrances as an esthetic scent signature for brand strategically concepts.
We offer a global synergy among multiple scented supports, of which we control the
production, in accordance with the fragrance created (air diffusion, candles, body sprays,
cosmetic products, paper, stickers, USB keys, etc.).
Finally, through scent marketing we can develop a line of products under your own brand:
perfumes, cosmetics, candles (amenities).
Our international references: Mercedes Benz, Le Royal Hôtel, Paul Bocuse, Airport
Montpellier Méditerranée, L’arbre Blanc from Fujimoto.

ulgador.com
@ulgador

Ulgador
Wallpapers & Wall panels
For over 20 years, the artist has been
creating a wide collection of wallpapers,
panoramic panels, mirrors and objects
under his trademark. The creations are
made using a unique procedure of
oxidation and corrosion of golden, copper,
silver and aluminum leaves.
Ulgador has collaborated with Cartier, Paul
& Joe, Vuitton, Piaget, among others.

Arca-Ebenisterie
Wood Works
A studio with multiple facets: furniture creation and
research, prototyping, micro and limited series, as well as
custom made pieces.
The «custom made» is not limited to the simple dimensions
of furniture, and to respond to the requests of individuals
and collectors we integrate a design cell in our workshop.
The latter, allows us to turn words into images and to
translate ideas into the most ambitious interior design
projects.
Innovation :
- The "Bois larmé"
- The "Bois thermoformable"
- The "WooWood"
- The "Air wood" is a material that needed 10 years of
research and development.
It allows the production of panels with a layer of veneer on
it, with the specificity of going from a flat panel to a 3D
form or pattern, and back to normal.
arca-ebenisterie.fr
@arcaebenisterie

EKCELI
Textile design and Embroidery
The Ekceli workshop develops high-end and
luxurious textile design and embroidery.
The two main activities are tailor-made services and
live real personalization for Fashion, Interior Design
and Art.
The workshop is specialized in gold embroidery
called Cannetille. The embroidery isrealised by the
needle and the hook Lunéville. The artisanal
ennoblings sublimate the support: dyeing, digital
printing, pyrography, felting.
The creations are made by various materials such as
textile, leather, fur, metal weave, plastic film, shaped
paper, etc. Experimentation and research for new
aesthetic renderings are essential in the creative
process. Then, we can regularly propose new material
effects and respond to your universe.
The workshop regularly makes customizations in
front of the customer for Hermès, Bon Marché,
Galeries Lafayette….

ekceli.com
@ekcelimb

oolmoo.com
@oolmoo_interiors

OOLMOO
By Laurine Malengreau. She uses
the Nuno Silk technique by
intimately mixing natural silk
and wool which allows the
creation of paintings and wall
coverings that are innovative,
durable and timeless that go
down through the centuries.
Inspired by the organic world,
Laurine Malengreau's creations
shape enchanting spaces, light
and timeless atmospheres.
Combining
figurative
and
abstraction, bright colors and
soothing colors, OOLMOO works
help to create a captivating
universe. Between figurative and
abstraction,
Laurine Malengreau shapes a
dreamlike
universe
that
sublimates exceptional places.

Do you have a project
or are you looking something in particular?
We are glad to inform you about our
activities and opportunities for collaboration.

Contact us now
+33 (0) 6 12 35 21 17
id.andreani@international-development.fr
5 rue George Sand - 34920 Le Crès - France
follow us to instagram: @id.andreani

